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1 Introduction

A picture of the pathologies affecting the quality of the data reconstruction is
emerging from the valuable experience of detector operation in 2008. Two class
of problems are indentified: run based problems and event based problems. In
this document we discuss how

• these problems are handled and flagged by the local reconstruction;

• the information is propagated to the following steps of the reconstruction
chain.

Waht is not addressed here is how the information of problematic or dead chan-
nels is/could be recovered. This may require further studies in all the cases
where new problems have been identified.

2 Classification of problems

Run-based problems are related to persistent or run-based hardware faults
or mis-behaviours which prevent from the correct reconstruction of the energy
in an ECAL channel. These problems may be severe, as for example in the
case of a dead channel, where the energy estimate is missing, or moderate,
as in the case of noisy channels, for example. A complete list of observed
pathologies is being addressed and may be roughly summarized to a few tens
of dead channels (no signal), and some problematic channels where noise, gain
switch or pedestal settings faults prevent from a precision reconstruction of the
energy deposit. Any run-based hardware fault will be described in the database
in the channelStatus record (already available in CMSSW).

A more complex pathology involves group of neighbouring crystals with no
energy information, as connected to VFE (5×1) or FE (5×5) cards,the latter
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having trigger information, which can be used to recover the energy information
to some extent.

There could be other cases of run-based problems causing an uncertain re-
construction of the energy deposit in one channel, even it their are not related
to hardware faults. Two examples are channels with uncertain calibration or
uncertain transparency/stability correction. These can also be flagged in the
channelStatus record, and the corresponding information about the energy un-
certainty can be estimated from other available DB fields.

Event based problems are specific to the reconstruction and describe cases
where any sort of temporary pathology results in a non optimal energy mea-
surement. Saturation of the electronic dynamic range, because of a huge energy
deposit, events with anomalous signal shape, out of time signal, etc. are a
few examples. A flag is also advocated to keep track of the less reliable en-
ergy reconstruction, but these cases are definitly not suited to be stored in the
database.

3 Additional requests from POGs

The Jet-MET/POG wants a severity level word be available. This is meant
to be a combination of the information from the DB and the event-based flags
that summarizes how reliable the energy reconstruction in a given channel is
(https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMS/FlagCaloTower). Also, to recon-
struct the CaloTowers, Jet-MET algorithms requires the knowledge of the dead
channel list, in order to properly account for them. Similar requests may also
arise from other POGs (e.g. the e/γ).

4 ECAL implementation

The choice of ECAL attempts to provide all the information, at different level
of granularities, avoid duplications. At the same time, ECAL wants to for-
bid direct DB access to the channelStatus record in places other than ECAL
reconstruction.

This is achieved by using the unit32 t flags recently added to the CaloRecHit
class, and inherited by the EcalRecHit. This variable was added to have an
event-by-event possibility to discriminate recHit quality.

The reconstruction procedure is as follows:

• Preparation of the UncalibRecHit collection:

The UncalibRecHit collection is formed by all the channel readout. Re-
cHits of dead/problematic channels can be added later to the collection,
if some recovery procedure succeeds.

• Treatment of dead/problematic channels:
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Dead channels, run-based and event-based problems are treated and clas-
sified when RecHit is formed from the UncalibRecHit. The RecHit is then
flagged accordingly. A few cases are listed:

0 Good: the energy and time measurement are reliable

1 Problematic: The energy is available from the UncalibRecHit, but
approximate (bad shape, large χ
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2 Problematic: The energy is available from the UncalibRecHit, but
the event is out of time

3 Problematic: The energy is available from the UncalibRecHit, but
the calibration of the channel is poor (to be retrived from DB if
needed)

4 Problematic: The energy is available from the UncalibRecHit, chan-
nel is faulty at some hardware level (e.g. works in fixed gain, it is
noisy, ...). Further information is available n the DB and not repli-
cated.

5 Recovered: Saturated channel: energy estimated only from DIGIs in
the leading edge before saturation

6 Recovered: Saturated/dead: energy estimated from neighbours

7 Truly dead: Channel is dead and recovery from neighbours fails.

This would result in the use of 3 bits of the 32 available. We may keep an
extra bit for additional cases that can arise in the future. The remaining
28 bits can be used to store additional information, such as, the χ

2 of the
amplitude reconstruction, the amplutude reconstruction method and the
like.

• Propagation of the information:

At a higher level, a (configurable) interface will be provided to interpret
the flags in detail or to directly get the summary. This interface will take
as input DetId, RecHit collection, and DB objects. It will also provide
information about channels which are off. This is equivalent to a ”severity
level”. Here the information available at the RecHit level is provided with
less granularity. Although the details of the picture will evolve with the
understanding of the detector and physics objects reconstruction perfor-
mance, the severity levels we identify are basically four:

0 Good: flag 0 in the RecHit in the current schema

1 Problematic: flags 1−4

2 Recovered: flags 5, 6

3 Bad: flag 7
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5 Conclusions

While this picture will most probably evolve in time, we think it properly stores
and propagates the information about performance at the single channel level
and also matches (with sufficient flexibility to accomodate future developement)
the requests of information propagation neded for physics objects reconstraction.
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